Solvent reorganization contribution to the transfer thermodynamics of small nonpolar molecules.
The experimental thermodynamic data for the dissolution of five simple hydrocarbon molecules in water were combined with the solute-solvent interaction energy from a computer simulation study to yield data on the enthalpy change of solvent reorganization. Similar data were generated for dissolving these same solute molecules in their respective neat solvents using the equilibrium vapor pressure and the heat of vaporization data for the pure liquid. The enthalpy and the free energy changes upon cavity formation were also estimated using the temperature dependence of the solute-solvent interaction energy. Both the enthalpy and T delta S for cavity formation rapidly increase with temperature in both solvent types, and the free energy of cavity formation can be reproduced accurately by the scaled particle theory over the entire temperature range in all cases. These results indicate that the characteristic structure formation around an inert solute molecule in water produces compensating changes in enthalpy and entropy, and that the hydrophobicity arises mainly from the difference in the excluded volume effect.